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Verve Energy � 
Mrs L.M. Harvey, Chairman. 
Mr C.J. Barnett, Premier representing the Minister for Energy. 
Ms S. In�t Veld, Managing Director. 
Mr W. Borovac, Chief Financial Officer.  
Mr T. Narvaez, General Manager, Strategy and Business Development. 
Mr R. May, Deputy Chief of Staff, Office of the Premier. 
 [Witnesses introduced.] 
The CHAIRMAN: The member for Belmont. 
Mr E.S. RIPPER: I recall that in the 2008-09 budget, Verve Energy was allocated a $50 million facility to 
invest in renewable energy. What has been attempted or achieved with that $50 million facility, and is it still in 
place? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: If it was the 2008-09 budget, presumably the member should know.  
Mr E.S. RIPPER: I was not responsible for the last three quarters of the 2008-09 year. 
Mr C.J. BARNETT: No. I will see whether the managing director can shed some light on what happened to that 
ill-fated policy. 
Ms S. In�t Veld: We have actually made quite a lot of progress. We are in discussions with a joint venture 
partner in relation to the development of three wind farms totalling about 110 megawatts. We expect to 
announce something about that within the next month or two. The discussions are progressing well, particularly 
on the operational side in terms of liaison with the community, and environmental approvals.  

Mr E.S. RIPPER: Can we get some clarification on what is being done at Kwinana with the gas turbines? My 
impression from some of the media commentary was that the government was promoting this as an addition to 
generating capacity. However, a subsequent article in The West Australian indicated that Verve would not be 
permitted to go beyond its capacity cap. I am confused as to whether the Kwinana gas turbines are an addition to 
Verve�s generating capacity or a replacement of old capacity with more efficient and modern machinery.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: It does replace Kwinana stage A. On the net effect, I will ask the managing director to 
respond, but obviously the high efficiency gas turbines are a big step forward. Part of the issue, I guess, of 
looking at the state of the energy industry will be to look at that cap in any case.  

Ms S. In�t Veld: We are currently just below the cap, at 2 967 megawatts, if I recall correctly. As the Premier 
said, the high efficiency gas turbines will be replacing the 240 megawatts at stage A, which was due to be closed 
down in 2009 but has been extended to 2011. So that is really what it was designed to do�to replace that.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: And, if I can add to that, to avoid a projected shortfall, I think in 2011-12, of 
200 megawatts in the system.  

Mr E.S. RIPPER: If I can follow up on that, my understanding of the information provided is that while the 
Premier might be considering a future decision to alter the cap for Verve, this decision that the Premier has made 
so far leaves Verve still within its capacity cap. Is that a correct understanding? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: It would seem to be, but I make it very clear that if this government were faced with the 
choice of ripping up the cap or letting people run out of electricity, the thing that would go would be the cap. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: Well, of course. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The cap is not a holy grail. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: But there is a process through the Independent Market Operator for new generation to come 
on. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: There is the government, too, that makes decisions. 

Ms S. In�t Veld: The only comment I would add over and above replacing stage A is that the high efficiency gas 
turbine project is also designed to fit in more effectively with our portfolio, given that we are currently cycling 
baseload plant at Kwinana�to the serious detriment of the plant�to accommodate both new entrants and wind 
power coming in overnight. The high efficiency gas turbines are much more flexible than thermal baseload�we 
can cycle them up and down�and, because of that, they will be a far more effective and efficient addition to our 
portfolio.  
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Mr F.M. LOGAN: Further on that question, bearing in mind the answers that the Premier has just given on the 
cap, where does that leave the works that will be undertaken on Muja A and B, and in whose hands will Muja A 
and B be? If Kwinana A comes off and is replaced by two high efficiency gas turbines, Verve will still remain 
within its cap, but only just. What will happen then if there is a refit of Muja A and B? Will that be allocated to 
Verve and take it over the cap or will it be in private-sector hands? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: That is a very good question. Just to go back to the previous issue, I think the answer from 
the managing director pointed to the problem of trying to get renewables into the system�that is, regardless of 
the cap, we basically have an inefficiency in baseload for both coal and gas generation, which is part of the cost 
problem and the debt problem that everyone is experiencing. In terms of Muja A and B, that was not a decision, 
as people would know, that I was highly enthusiastic about, but, faced with the prospect of a shortage of 
electricity in two summers� time, there was little option but to do that; so pragmatism takes over. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Good idea! 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Yes, so that will be done. There will be a joint venture partner. I will ask the managing 
director to comment on how the energy produced will be marketed between the two parties to the joint venture. 
The joint venture partner has yet to be finalised, but I gather that is not far away. 

Ms S. In�t Veld: The Muja A-B joint venture is a 50-50 joint venture, so the power will be split on a 50-50 
basis. I should add that part of the thinking with Muja A was that it was coal-fired backup to another gas crisis. 
That was part of our thinking. It will be mid-merit peaking plant, not baseload. From a business point of view, 
that was very compelling for Verve Energy, because it will provide the cheapest power in the state and will 
provide that coal-fired backup to a potential gas crisis. We do not anticipate being over the cap at that time. 
There is the potential that we may be shutting down a gas turbine at Kwinana, and that would bring us right on to 
about 3 000 megawatts again.  

[5.10 pm] 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: My understanding from the press releases and what the minister has told Parliament is that 
Muja A and B will effectively be a refit as part of that joint venture. What is the total capacity of both A and B? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I think it is 240 megawatts, and the capital investment required for the refit and 
refurbishment will come from the private joint venture partner. It will contribute the capital, and therefore get a 
share of the cash flow from the sale of electricity. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: Following on from the answer that has just been given, to still manage it within the cap, it 
would be a mid-merit plant balancing with gas turbines to ensure that it does not go over the cap. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Yes. 
Ms A.R. MITCHELL: I ask the minister to refer to page 277 of budget paper No 3 in relation to the forecast 
revenue to government from Verve Energy. What has the government done to improve Verve Energy�s financial 
performance? 
Mr C.J. BARNETT: The first thing that we have done is put up electricity prices very substantially, which is 
not a particularly politically palatable policy to pursue. There is more about to come. Also, there have obviously 
been income transfers from consolidated revenue. We continue to endure that. Since the disaggregation, Verve 
has had operating losses before tax of $74 million in 2006-07, $184 million in 2007-08, and $144 million for the 
six months to December 2008. We have a very serious financial situation; there is no doubt about that. That is 
how we arrived at a billion-dollar loss. That, I guess, leads on to the issue we were talking about previously�the 
member was not in the chamber at the time�of the re-amalgamation of Verve and Synergy. It will not be 
sufficient, but I think it is a necessary step if we are to solve the problem. In the meantime, the sad news for 
Western Australians is that they have just had a very substantial 25 per cent electricity price rise, and an increase 
on a similar scale, though not as great, will happen next year. That is not something that makes me happy at all. 
It is a reality. 
Mr E.S. RIPPER: The Premier might comment on this, or he might ask the advisers. Can Verve compete 
effectively with private sector generators? What issues need to be addressed to make Verve more competitive 
with the private sector? Are there any aspects of the operation of the electricity market in practice that have had 
unjust or perverse effects on Verve�s revenue stream? 
Mr C.J. BARNETT: I will hand over to the managing director in a moment, but I will just make one 
observation. In my view, Verve can compete. One of the systemic problems it has is obviously old, inefficient 
generating plant and that also runs into issues of emissions and climate change policies. However, on a level 
playing field I believe Verve can compete. Some aspects of the vesting contracts, of which I am sure the member 
is fully aware, do not give Verve a level playing field and make it almost impossible to compete, and hence the 
losses. I ask the managing director to comment. 
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Ms S. In�t Veld: Given some adjustments to the market as well as the vesting contracts, I would agree that 
Verve can compete. We are suffering at the moment as the result of our role as the balancer in the market, and 
the fact that we need to cycle baseload plant, which seriously reduces the plant life and increases the 
maintenance costs associated with running that plant. We are also disadvantaged by the vesting contracts, and 
the way the net-back mechanism works makes it very difficult for us to survive. As the minister noted, most of 
our plant is more than 20 years old, and much of it is more than 30 years old. To compete, we need to be able to 
replace our retired plant with modern, more efficient plant. 
Mr E.S. RIPPER: Are there any other issues that need to be addressed for Verve to be fully competitive? 
Ms S. In�t Veld: The one issue that came out last year for us was the cost of being a supplier of last resort, both 
at the time of the North West Shelf plant at Karratha going down, when we had to spend a lot of money burning 
liquids and buying very expensive gas, and also at the time of the Varanus Island gas explosion, when once again 
we had no choice but to spend a lot of money burning liquids. 
Mr E.S. RIPPER: I think that is one of the arguments for public ownership. 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I refer the minister to page 473 of the Budget Statements. Why will the government 
provide an equity injection of $313.4 million to Verve Energy in the period between 2009-10 and 2011-12? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: To be honest, it is a matter of necessity. As the managing director was saying, the two 
100-megawatt high-efficiency gas turbines to be constructed at Kwinana will be new, low-cost, flexible plant, 
and therefore more reliable. Verve still has some benefits of long-term gas contracts, so it can take advantage of 
that. The capital injection is necessary simply because, with due respect to the management of Verve, it does not 
have the capacity to do it. Verve has a screaming level of debt and is running at large annual losses, and yet the 
government has the ultimate responsibility of maintaining security of power supplies. That has been necessary. 
Also, in part related to the international financial crisis, some of the private sector projects are finding it more 
difficult to realise their ambitions, particularly coal projects if they need to borrow money. It is very difficult to 
raise finance for a coal project anywhere in the world at the moment. Also, we are finding that some of the 
mining companies that may have thought about selling electricity into the grid are now having second thoughts 
and going back to their core business, which is mining and processing their own product. There may be other 
factors. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: They are all great arguments for public ownership. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: I refer to Verve�s estimated dividend return to the government after 1 July this year, and the 
increase in electricity prices. I believe there is a small profit, and therefore a dividend return to the government at 
the end of the 2009-10 financial year, and then in the out years that dividend grows. Can the minister give some 
idea of the amounts? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I will ask the managing director to comment on that, but the government is also facing 
very substantial capital injections into Verve Energy. 

Ms S. In�t Veld: The first dividend we will see, resulting from the tariff increases in April and July, will be in 
2009-10. Thereafter, there will be increasing dividends. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: At that time there will be significant price rises flowing through. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: That is right; I acknowledge that. What is the expected dividend in the out years? 

Ms S. In�t Veld: I might ask Mr Borovac to elaborate, but we are looking at about $8.7 million for 2009-10, 
about $36.7 million for 2010-11, $58.7 million for 2011-12 and $67.6 million for 2012-13. 

Mr W. Borovac: I believe that the managing director has pretty well covered the scenario. We intend to pay out 
a dividend in accordance with policy, which is 50 per cent of net profit after tax, and that will be staged as 
interim dividends and then final dividends after the end of the financial year. Given the results that come out, 
those dividends should go through to the government. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: We have been told the size of those dividends, which occur as a result of the increase in 
electricity prices going forward. They are as the previous government expected; we modelled them the same as 
the present government and came up with the same result. Those dividend returns to government will be 
achieved even with the current vesting contracts in place. Despite the criticisms that both the minister and Verve 
always lay at the feet of the vesting contracts, nevertheless, those dividends will be achieved. I acknowledge that 
there may well be some arguments about changing the vesting contracts. Nevertheless, they are often used as a 
scapegoat to criticise the whole process. The Premier raised the point earlier about the debt levels that Verve 
carries, which was allocated to Verve in the break-up. Why would the Premier not allow Verve to keep that 
dividend and use it to pay off its debt?  

[5.20 pm] 
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Mr C.J. BARNETT: That may happen at the time. It will be a hard decision based on the overall finances of the 
state. At the moment they are shown in the policy as sound. I think that 50 per cent of profit is to be returned as 
dividend. A few years ago Western Power, as an integrated utility, was routinely making between $250 million 
and $300 million a year and paying substantial dividends to the state. Although the figure for Verve is 
encouraging, it is a very small return on the assets and its turnover. It is a minute improvement in many respects, 
but it still has high levels of debt.  

With respect to the vesting contract, if prices to the consumers are increased enough, ultimately anything can be 
turned into a profit. That is not necessarily a good outcome.  

Mr F.M. LOGAN: It is a real cost to generation and supply.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I am about real solutions; not contrived solutions, and I do not mean that in an insulting 
way. The vesting contract is a contrivance that basically cross-subsidised private entrance into the industry. It 
has done that and that is what has happened. We now have an example here in which Verve, a state-owned 
utility, has responsibility for retaining reliability of supply. When the lights go out everybody turns to the 
government and the government turns to Verve to keep the lights on. That is the way it works. Ultimately, the 
minister and the entity are responsible.  
As the managing director explained, we have a situation in which, for example, Synergy enters into contracts for 
renewable energy and everybody celebrates. They think it is a great thing because it is an investment in a new 
renewable energy project et cetera, and it all looks good. The reality under the vesting contracts and 
arrangements is that wind power comes into the system overnight when it is not needed and displaces electricity 
produced by Verve, by plant, which, because of its nature�that is, a coal plant�has to continue running 24 
hours a day, seven days a week. Two lots of electricity are being produced and the more expensive renewable 
energy is taking precedence in the power distribution system over the lower cost spinning capacity of Verve.  
Whatever members might think about fossil fuel and renewable energy, it is a dysfunctional method of 
operation. That is predominantly the result of the vesting arrangement. It is a complex, contrived arrangement. I 
want to see simplicity, and the concept of a cap goes back to a previous Liberal government that promoted it to 
ensure that Verve-Synergy does not exploit a monopoly position and preclude private competitors. That would 
be a matter of principle. To have such a complex financial arrangement that results in dysfunctional and 
expensive power generation is, to me, not a good result.  

Mr E.S. RIPPER: Is it not the case that electricity market arrangements and renewable energy targets contribute 
to these outcomes that the Premier is complaining about? Rather than focusing entirely on the vesting contract or 
misplaced amalgamation designs, would it not be better to ensure that electricity market arrangements spread the 
real costs of running an electricity system across all the participants? If it is a balancing requirement or an extra 
expense for renewable energy coming into the system, the market arrangements should ensure that those costs 
are borne by all the competitors on a fair basis. Would that be the best arrangement?  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: No. It might if the electricity grid were the size of California or greater�even in 
California with 30 million people it did not work. I do not want to get into a complex argument here. We want 
the managers to run the system as efficiently and as simply as possible without getting caught up in complex 
arrangements. The member talks about the market. Most of the contract arrangements here are basically bilateral 
contracts. We do not have a world-developed, multilateral-contract market. The managing director can correct 
me if I am wrong, but I think the amount of electricity sales through the Independent Market Operator is 
something like five per cent of the market. In all this debate about the Independent Market Operator and the 
market system, we are talking about only five per cent of the electricity in the south west grid going through the 
market. A market may develop, but it is decades away. I am more interested in the here and now of a safe, 
reliable and affordable power supply for the people of Western Australia. This complex arrangement is not 
delivering it.  

Mr F.M. LOGAN: I refer to the argument about the impact of renewables on our system and the lumpiness that 
it creates in our system. The Premier attributed a lot of that to the market design. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: No, just when the wind blows basically.  

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Exactly. It has nothing to do with the contract. It is where we are in the world. The wind 
comes up in the afternoon.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The point I am making is that we have one entity, Synergy, contracting for wind and that 
is imposing costs on the other entity that has nothing to do with the deal. That is the consequence of the current 
arrangement.  

Mr F.M. LOGAN: One of the proposals that has been put forward by Verve to help overcome that lumpiness 
the Premier described is a pump storage system, which Verve was looking at with the Water Corporation. A 
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private sector operator in Western Australia was also looking at a pump storage system. The baseload power 
could be used overnight to pump water to a storage system and then be let out to generate power during the day. 
Would the Premier look at funding that?  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: A pump storage system makes sense in trying to overcome volatility in power demand in a 
24-hour system. Does it make sense to use low-cost producers to spread their generating capacity over a 24-hour 
cycle? Do we have a pump storage system to make up for an inadequacy of a vesting contract? No. We fix the 
vesting contract or get rid of it�probably just tear it up. We do it for the right reasons. Why do members 
opposite not accept the fact that it did not work out as they had hoped? That happens in politics. Why do they not 
accept that splitting the networks was correct and is working well? I give them full credit for setting up Horizon, 
which I did not support at the time, but it has proved to be very successful. However, the Synergy-Verve split did 
not work. I could not be more generous: I give them two out of three.  

Mr E.S. RIPPER: Is the Premier able to answer my challenge to find an independent energy expert that 
supports his analysis and the amalgamation of Synergy and Verve? I am waiting to see whether the Premier has 
been able to respond to that challenge.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Yes, the member for Cottesloe.  

Mr E.S. RIPPER: That was my fear. Is there anybody else who supports him?  

The CHAIRMAN: That concludes our consideration of Verve. 

[5.30 pm] 
 


